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I. Introduction 

A graph is tr.ic~rry~/~t~r/ (or c/rorc/rr/) if each of its cycles with at least four vertices has 

a chord. Recently, many researchers have studied parallel algorithms for triangulated 

graphs [IO, 7. 31. In particular. there exist I ‘% algorithms for finding a largest clique, 

a minimum colouring. a largest stable set (independent set). and a minimum clique 

cover of a triangulated graph. The most efficient I ‘K algorithms for the above 

problems were designed by Klein [7]: he also solved the problem of finding a max- 

imum weighted clique of a triangulated graph. The purpose of this paper is to solve 

a companion problem defined as follows. 

Minimum \rci~qh/rtl dowiry p~oh/~w. Given a weighted graph G such that each 

vertex z has a weight N*(.Y) which is a positive integer. Find stable sets S1. S2, , Sk and 
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integers I(S, ). .._. [(Sk) such that for each vcrtes s RX have I\.(.Y)<~.,,,~, I(Si) and that 

the sum of the numbers I(S,) i.s minimized. Thir, sum is denoted by l,,.(G). 

When all the weights \\‘(.I-) are equal. the above problem reduces to the minimum- 

cardinality colouring problem which admits several parallel solutions [IO, 7. 41. 

Howcler. there has been no parallel solution of the minimum weighted colouring 

problem (M WCOL for short) for triangulated graphs. Our main result is an algorithm 

solving the problem in O( (log /I).‘) time using O(~I’I~I log r~) processors in the CRCW 

PRAM model. As usual. II and 111 denote. respectively. the number of vertices and the 

number of cdgeh of the input graph. In Section 2. WC discuss background resu1t.s 

related to our M.ork. In Section 3. wc gi\c ;I detailed presentation of our algorithm. 

2. Background 

A c./iqm c~~t~sc/ of ;I graph G is ;I clique M hose removal disconnects G. If C is 3 clique 

cutset of G. then G can be decomposed into two graphs G,, G2 with G, u G2 = G and 

G, nG2 = (‘: G, and G2 are called cl~ildrcw of G. By decomposing G, and C;? in the 

same ~a\ and repeating this process until no further decomposition is possible. we 

have ;I decomposition of G into subgraphs containing no clique cutset. We shall call 

such subgraphs prirtlitiw subgraphs. It is well known that if G is ;I triangulated graph 

then each of its primitive subgraph\ is a clique. LJsing this fact. Klein [7] developed 

;I fast parallel algorithm to find ;I minimum-cardinality colouring of triangulated 

graphs. Since we rcll on one important step of his algorithm. wc shall describe his 

algorithm in this subsection. 

Procedure C‘OLOLR (G. K,, 1 

111puf: A triangulated graph G and ;I clique K,, of G such that each vertex of K,, has 

;I neighbour in G -- Kg,. (The algorithm can be started by setting K,,=O.) 

Olrf/~tlt: An optimal (cardinality) colouring of G. 

I. If /G ~ Kc,1 = I then G is ;I clique. assign (G / colours to G and stop. 

3. Break 1 G ~ k,,l into subgraphs H,,. H,. _. . H, such that 

(a) each subgraph has si/e at most half that of G-K,,: 

(b) H,, . . . . H, arc distinct components of G ~ K,, -H,,: 

(c) for each i>O the ncighbourhood of H, in G ~ Hi is a clique K,. 

3. E or i = 0. I. _. .s do in parallel 

call COLOUR(tf;.K,). where HI is the subgraph of G induced by HiuKi to 

obtain an exact colouring (fji of H;. 

4. For i= I. . . .\ do in parallel 

modify the colouring ‘6, to be consistent with %,, on the \crtices in K,. 

5. For each remaining HI do in parallel 

mcrgc aII ‘6, into ‘A,, to obtain ;III optimal colouring ‘6 of G. 



Klein showed that the above algorithm can be implemented in O((logn)‘) time 

with m processors. Let Jo = (G ] and let .Fi be the set of graphs Hiu Ki produced by 

step 2 in the ith iteration (in particular, 3, consists of the graphs Hb, H’, , . . . . Hi as 

described in step 3). Klein (for detail see page 128 in [S]) proved that &‘E p, /F) <m for 

any level i. He also proved that there are at most log n + 1 parallel executions of step 2. 

Therefore, we may assume that step 2 can be implemented in O(logn) time with 

m processors, and that, after at most 1 +logn parallel executions of step 2, G will be 

decomposed into a collection of cliques. In the next section we shall show that if 

Gi, Gz are children of G and if MWCOL can be solved for Gi, G, then MWCOL can 

be solved for G. Furthermore, our technique can be parallelized leading to a parallel 

solution of the MWCOL problem. 

We shall call a colouring of a weighted graph G by stable sets Si, S,, . , S, (with 

weights [(Si)) an c’.uuct colouring if Et= i I (Si) = x,,.(G) and if each vertex .Y is covered 

exactly, i.e. for each .Y we have \v(x)=C~~~, l(Si). 

If G,, Gz are children of G then obviously w,,(G)=max(w,(G,),~,,,(G~)). (o,,(G) is 

defined to be maxI_,,, \t’(s) over all cliques C of G.) Therefore, if G is triangulated 

then ;~~.(G)=rnax(~,,.(G, ),%,,(G,)), since it is well known that x~.(H)=(o,,.(H) for all 

triangulated graphs H (actually this equality holds for all perfect graphs which form 

a superclass of triangulated graphs; for more information on perfect graphs see [ 1, 31). 

In the following theorem, (G( denotes the number of vertices of a graph G. 

Theorem 2.1. Let G he n weicghted yruph. [f.fbr ench primitiw suhyruph H of‘G there is 

u pol~xomiul ulyorirhm ro,find (III e.uuct colourin~g of H with ut most 1 H 1 stable sets, then 

there is u polpwmial algorithm to find UN e.Yuct colouriny of G with at most 1 Gj stdde 

sets. 

Since it is easy to solve the MWCOL problem for cliques, the above theorem 

suggests that MWCOL can be solved for triangulated graphs. This theorem has been 

proved in [S]; for the sake of completeness, we shall reproduce its proof here. 

Proof. Let G be a graph which is not primitive, and let G,, G, be two children of 

G such that G, u CL = G, G, n Gz = C, where C is a clique cutset of G. Suppose that 

‘ti (i= I. 2) is an exact colouring of Gi with at most I Gil stable sets S! ,S,?, . . and 

weights r(Sj). To prove the theorem, we only need construct an exact colouring ‘6 of 

G such that I’~)~l~il+l’f;zl-lCl~lGl. 

We may assume without loss of generality that xs;t,,,, I(S:‘)3~S;t,,,I I(Si). We shall 

try to merge the stable sets of cdl with the stable sets of % , The final exact colouring 

will have total weight equal to &;tx, I(S{). For i= 1,2, define .~i=IS,‘ISi’nC=S) 

and .8.= {S/ ( S~$XZ/~ 1. Since % , 

CS{Eti, ;(S:)=z;l~.dll(S1)=2 

and %1 are exact colourings, it follows that 

lEC 144 and so &t.c/L I(Si)d&;Ec/, 16:‘). 



WC shall nwgc the 5t;lblc sets of .c/? Mith the stable 92th of .rJ, to obtain ;I collection 

c/ of stable sets. Each l.E.c/ i4 a st~ible set of .d, 0~ is the union of ;I stabk xet of 

.,/, and ;I stable set of c/,: 1’ i\ assigned ;I lvcight I( 1.1. The set .d satislies the 

following propcrtic~. 

(i) l,, .,I(.S)=l,,, .,, I(S). 

(ii) For each SE.‘/,. dcline .Y,(.S) to be the collection of stable sets of ~1 that 

contain\ S. Then I(.S)=~,_,,,,,l( )‘). 

Thih prows5 of merging ,/, with c/- is wecuted by dling the procedure 

MERGE(.r/, . .,/: ) Jcscribed belo\\. 

/r~prf : Two cc>llcction~ ‘1. , ‘f, 1 of stable wt5 SllCll tl1at 

‘I,,=:.s,‘._... s,““:: f(i)=J’/,,I: izl.7: 

c;ich S,’ 1i;1\ \vcight I(.S,’ 1: 

for an! 1 e’f, , . NE’/. >. ,I ~‘13 is ;I stable set: 

Orrrprr: :I c~~llection ‘6 of \tahlc sets S, . S2. ,_. . Sk \tith \\cights I(S,) such that 

/,<,/‘(l)+/(3) I if~j”,‘f(.S;)=ri”‘,‘r(.Si). 

/,< /(11+/(2) if\ “I’ , I(.S’, wy(.s;). 
\ _\, , liS,\=\/ q,,; ). 

for each SE’/,,. I(S)-\, . ,,,,, I( 1’). v.hcre .Y,(.S) is the collection of stable sets 01 

‘6 that wnt;iin~ S. 

begin 

1l-q ,-l(.S’, )- lls; 1 

j-j+ I. Sl’!l+.SI .\I-- /(SJ, 
If I(.S’, )=(I then renio\c S;: i+i+ I end if 

If SC’.21 =O then STOP clsc goto 2 

4. (Similar to step 3. \iith .Sj intcrchangcd with .S; ) 

s ; + s ; u s ; 

end 



Note that &t.a,, I(S)=xsE dLI I(S). In the end we obtain at most I&r,1 +I&,,(- 1 

stable sets (this fact can be easily proved by induction on the sum (.tilI(+/.&r_r(). 

Repeating this process for all .YEC, we obtain at most /.tir (+ (.#,I - ICI stable sets. It 

is obvious that the final colouring % of G is an exact colouring. Furthermore. 

(‘(;l~l.~/,l+l.~~l+l.~,/+1.~~I-IC~d~G,~+IG~l-lCI~lGI. 0 

Note that the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 fails if “1 HI” and “1 G/” were replaced, 

respectively, by “O( IHI)” and “O() G/)“. In the next section, we shall show that 

procedure MERGE(.c/, ,.P/~) can be implemented in logarithmic time using n’/logn 

processors. 

3. The algorithm 

The following procedure EXACT-COLOUR solves problem MWCOL for tri- 

angulated graphs. 

Procedure EXACT-COLOUR IG, K,) 

Input: A triangulated graph G and a clique K. of G such that each vertex of K. has 

a neighbour in G- Ko. (The algorithm can be started by setting K,=O.) 

Outpur: An exact colour of G. 

I. If I G - K,I = 1 then G is a clique. call COLOUR-CLIQUE(G) and stop. 

2. Rreak IC-Kol into subgraphs Ho.HI....,H, such that 

(a) each subgraph has siLe at most half that of G-K,: 

(b) H 1. , H, are distinct components of G - Kc1 - Hn: 

(c) for each i>O the neighbourhood of Hi in G-H, is a clique Ki. 
3. For i = 0, I. , s do in parallel 

call EXACT-COLOUR(Hi,K,), where HI is the subgraph of G induced by 

Hiu Ki to obtain an exact colouring %; of Hi 

4. If z,,.(H;)<x,,.(G) then 

(a) tind a graph H: such that ~,,.(H~)=~,,.(G) (note that x,,(G)=maxl,.(H;) over 

all j ). 

(b) merge the exact colourings of Hi and Hb to obtain an exact colouring of the 

graph Iflu Hi,: denote this new graph by Hh and the new exact colouring of 

Hi, by % (,; remove HI. 
5. Merge all %i (i> 0) with %. to obtain an exact colouring % of G. 

As mentioned in Section 2.1. we may assume that step 2 can be implemented in 

O(log~~) time with 111 processors, and that after at most I +logn parallel executions of 

step 2. G will be decomposed into a collection of cliques. 



Procedure COLOUR-CLIQUE (G) 

Ir~pf: A clique G with vertices l‘, . . . ..r... each l‘i having weight 1(~.~). 

O~rplrr: An exact colouring of G with II stable sets. 

I. for i= I. _. II do in parallel 

(a) create ;I new stable set S,. let S,+ I I’, I. 

(b) I(Si)t/(l.,). 

’ -. %,,JG )-XI’ I((,, 1. 

Step 4 of EXACT-COLOUR is only technical and plays no important role in our 

algorithm. Nevertheless, we shall describe it in more detail. 

l lid a graph 11; such that z,,,(H;)>,/,,(H;) for al1.j: 

l let ‘6, and %,, bc. respcctivelq. the exact colourings of 1-i; and HA. Interchange 

If;, and HI: intcrchangc ‘6, and ‘6 ,,_ For each vertex zek’,. ICI ‘6: ,md ‘6; c 

bc. respectively. the collections of stable sets of ‘6, and ‘ho that contains I. 

and Ict ‘6,: and ‘6;) be. respectively. the collections of the remaining stable sets of (6, 

and %,,. 

l For cxh YEI~, do in parallel: call MERGEI (Y:.Y,%) ~~~OWKVI~: MERGE1 is the 

par~~llelixd I ersion of MERGE ;. 

l Call MERGEl(%;.‘6;,). 

l H;,+H;,uHI; /~,,.(H;,jtz,,(H;); remove H;. 
l If .\ = I Ihen G+ H;,. x,,.(G )+y_.( Hi,) and stop. 

The procedure MERGE(% , . ‘dz) cm be implemented in parallel as follows. First. 

for each stable set S:E’~~. we compute ;I number u(i.,j) defined by the recurrence 

relation tr(i.j)=tr(i.j-- I)+ I(S,‘) with rr(i.0)=0. Now. for each Si we compute two 

numbers k(J.,j) and I(2.j): k(l.,j]=I, is the smallest subscript such that 

tr( I.1\)31r(2.,jP I). /(Z.j)=/ is the smallest subscript such that tr(l.1)>tr(3.,j ). The 

numbers Ii’s and I’s are well detined because xs_,,, I(S)3\‘,s,,,, I(S) by assumption. If 

tr( l./,)=tr(7. j- I) then we merge S/ with the stable sets St*‘. . . ..S’.. otherwise. we 

merge Si \vith the stable sets S’;. _. . S’, (this is exactly how we merge % , with % z by the 

sequential procedure MERGE). The wcightb of the resulting stable sets are detined in 

the obvious way. The following procedure is the pnrnllelizcd version of procedure 

MERGE described in Section 2. 

Procedure MERGEI (‘6 ,.‘6?) 

I~plrr : Two collections % , . x2 of stable sets such that 

0 %,= ;.si’._... s,““;. /‘(i)=l%,l; i= 1.2: 

l each S,’ has weight I(S/): 

0 for any .-1~% 1. BEY :. .-I u B is ;I stable set: 

l \‘!“,)I(S’,)>,zj!Z’I(Si,,. 

~~~r~x,,: A collection ‘6 of stable sets S, ..S2. .._.. Sk with weights I(Si) such that 
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0 k<,/‘(l)+,/‘(2)- 1 if c~~‘~‘rSI)=c~~‘~r(Si): 

0 k<,f(l)+,f(2) if ~~~‘~‘r(St)>~~~‘~‘f(Sl); 

0 &‘C I(S-)=~Q”Z(S’,); 2 1 I1 

l for each SE~~i, I(S)=xr,X,,s,I( Y), where Xi(S) is the collection of stable sets of 

% that contains S. 

begin 

I. For i= 1,2 do 

(a) Corrr(S:‘)+0 for 1 d j,<f(i) [comment: Couer(S/) is the set of the weights of 

the stable sets of ‘t that contain S!); 

(b) compute in parallel the following numbers a(i,j), 1 <j<f(i) 
(i) u(i,O)+-0; 

(ii) rr(i,j)+a(i,j- l)+I(S!) for all j> 1. 

2. For each stable set S~E%~ do in parallel 

(a) compute the smallest subscript k(2,j)=k such that u(l,k)>a(2,j- l), k>O; 

(b) compute the smallest subscript 1(2,j)=I such that a(l,/)>a(2,j); 

(c) if k=l then S{+$uSi, Corrr(Sf)+Coaer(S~)ul(S$), got0 step 3; 

(d) else (k < I) 

(i) if a( 1, k)>cr(2,,j- 1) then 

(A) Tj+Si (new stable set Ti); 

(B) I(T:‘)+u(l,k)-u(2,j- 1); Cowr(S:‘)+-Cooer(S{)uI(Tj). 

(C) r;+-s: u 7-i, Cocer(S:)tColler(S:)u I( Ti); 

(ii) if l3k+2 then for each k’ with k+ 1 ,<k’</- 1 do in parallel 

Si’+Sl;‘uS{, Cocrr(S:)tCo~rr(Si)u~(S~‘); 

(iii) S:+--S:vSi, Co~~v(S:)tCoa~r(S:)ul(S:). 

3. For all S:’ do I(S/)+I(S:‘)-x st~I,I.r,.,s;, I(S), if I(Sj) =0 then Si’c0. 

end 

Let G be a graph and let Gr , G2, . ., G, be induced subgraphs of G. By 

G (G, uG,u ...uG,~ we denote the subgraph of G induced by the union of the 

vertices of the graphs G,, . . . . G,. 

Detail qf step 5 

5. I. For each remaining HI do in parallel (assume for simplicity that s such graphs 

remain) 

1. let %i and Z0 be, respectively, the exact colourings of Hi and Hb. For each 

vertex YE Kj. let %-f and ‘6: be, respectively, the collections of stable sets of 

% i and % 0 that contains X, and let (6; and % b be, respectively, the collections of 

the remaining stable sets Of %i and Kto (we create s copies of go and try to merge 

each copy of X0 with each Zi); 

2. for each .u~Ki do in parallel: call MERGE1 (%f,%$); 

3. call MERGEl(%j,%&) to obtain an exact colouring 9; of the graph 

Gi=G(HbuHi). 



5.2. %,,(G)+/,,(H;,l. 

5.3. II’ .J = I then stnp. else call M ERGEZ( ‘Y ]. _, . ‘/, ) to obtain an exact wloyring 

of c;. 



le,I~h”+~~‘2Lhi-~I=21 (Kil and lA,I~~ho+C.~=\~2+1hi-~~z+1 ll<il. For each 

SE%~, let Xi(S) denote the collection of stable sets of fii that contains S. At this stage, 

we call MERGE1 to merge the stable sets of X,(S) with those of X2(S): since 

~.,~~l,s,I(Y)=ZYE.,~,SII(Y)=I(S) we obtain at most IX,(S)l+lXZ(S)l-1 stable 

sets. Therefore, in merging A, with AL we obtain at most I R 1 I + I A z 1 -ho stable sets 

(note that each YeRi belongs to some X,(S) for i= 1.2. i.e. Usc,,,,,Xi(S)=ei). Since 

lt-;,l+/C;~l-h,~,<1I~+~‘~~~Ili-~~:=~/Ki~d~H;1I+~~=~~HjUKiI-~~s~~Ii~~~G~, 
Claim 3.1 is justified. 

Remark. The sets X,(S) can be maintained throughout the algorithm as follows. For 

each colouring (dJ of the graph G, which contains Hh as an induced subgraph, we 

maintain a many-to-one function,/;:fh(,,+f4, such that,f’(T)=S o TcX(S) for any 

TE%~ and any SE%~,. When there can be no confusion we shall let,fdenoteJ;. Before 

executing step 5 of EXACT-COLOUR, we initialize ,f’ by setting ,f’(S)=S for each 

SE%,). Now. suppose that MERGE1 (‘6 t,% ?) is called. and that for each T&f 1. j’(T) 

is defined. The function,j’can be updated by adding the instruction ‘:f’(Si)-f’(S$ to 

step 7(c). the instruction ‘:f’(T~)+.f‘(S:)” to step 2(d)(i), and the instruction 

‘:f’(S$ )+,/‘(S’, )” to step 2(d)(iii). 

Let % be a colouring of G by stable sets S, ,SZ, . . ..Sk. Let the vertices of G be 

1’1.1’2. . . . . I’,,. We shall represent each Si by an n-element O-I array Si( I : II), i.e. 

Si( ,i ) = 1 iB I.,ESi. Hence, merging two stable sets can be done in constant time with 

II processors: it follows that it can also be done in O(logn) time using n/logn 

processors. We shall prove later that at any time during the algorithm, the number of 

stable sets needed to describe the exact colourings of all the graphs in .Fi (defined in 

Section 2.1) is polynomial; in fact. it is at most ~r~rr. To implement MERGEI(K , ,%?) 

we may need to create 1% 2 1 additional stable sets (step 2(d)(i) A). (But Claim 3.1 shows 

that at most 1% i / + 1% 7 I stable sets remain after MERGEI is executed.) Therefore, we 

need only maintain 2rrrr1 stable sets for the whole algorithm. 

Probably the simplest way to implement our algorithm is to represent the stable 

sets by a 2r1n1 by II 0-l matrix S. where each row i of S represents the stable set Si. If 

S,=O then we think of the row i as being “free”. Creating a new stable set is simply 

finding a free row. It is easy to see that the set of free rows can be maintained within 

the given time and processor bound. (After each recursion level, we use parallel prefix 

computation [9] to squeeze out the free rows from S, since this trick is well known [6] 

we shall not describe it here.) 

The numbers a(i,J) can be computed by parallel prefix computation. Now, note 

that ~{(l. l)~tr(l,2),<.~.~rr(l.~~,~) and l/(2. I)<(/( 2,2)<...,<~(2,J’i;~)). Obviously, 

the numbers li(2, i) and 1(2, i) can be found by binary search. 



Obviously. there are 0( logs) recursion levels for each call to MERGEZ, each 

recursion level can bc executed in 0( log 77) time by Claim 3.2. In the ith recursion level. 

we apply MERGE1 to s 7’- ’ pairs of graphs. each of these has size at most 17. Claims 

3.1 and 3.2 imply that the number of processors needed for the ith recursion level is 

(.\ 2’~ z )172 log I?. I We shall o en USC the well-known observation that if an algorithm l-t 

can be implemented in O(r) time using 0(/l) processors then it can be implemented in 

O(t) time using 17 processors.) 

Recall from Section ?.I the following claim. 

Let G,’ . Gf , be the graphs in 3, (delined in Section 2. I ). Assume by induction that 

we already obtained the exact colourings of a11 graphs in 3, + , Suppose that the 

subgraphs of G,’ that arc decomposed in step 2 of EXACT-COLOUR arc 

G,‘, I..... G‘,,Y.,” (E_J , , ). Then by Claim 3.3. an exact colouring of G,’ can be obtained 

in O((logr7)‘) time u.sinp .s(i. j)r~’ log77 processors. Thus, the number of processors 

needed to coiour all graphs in .Fi ib at most 77: log77 (VI _,‘\ s(i.,j))<r7’r77 logn. the 

inequality follows from Claim 3.4. To conclude. G can be exactly colnured in 

O( ( log II)-’ ) time using 11’)77 log 77 processors. 
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